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Abstract—With the reduced-pin-count test (RPCT) being
adopted for multi-core systems-on-chip (SoCs) that usually
support test compression as well, test speed is reduced due
to the narrower input bandwidth. In this work, we propose
an idea to combine multi-valued logic (MVL) test application
with RPCT technology, which increases the data rate of test
channels to avoid compromising test speed for the interface.
The hardware modifications for the tester and device under
test (DUT) are proposed with the corresponding test flow.
Simulation result shows that the test speed is increased by four
times with 4-bit MVL test channel. An actual ATE experiment
verifies that only 61,757 cycles are used to complete a RPCT
with MVL test application, compared to 247,020 cycles for an
RPCT only scenario.

Keywords: multi-site test, test compression, reduced pin-
count test (RPCT), multi-value logic (MVL), system-on-
chip (SoC) test.

I. INTRODUCTION

The utilization of multi-site testing exploits parallelism in
the testing industry, which has successfully served the goal
of test cost reduction for years. It’s obvious that we can
save test cost by testing more devices under test (DUTs) in
parallel when no more extra testing resource is required. If
the ATE has test channels whose number is times of the
number of pins to be connected with DUT, then multi-site
testing is applicable. Obviously, we can reduce the testing
pins in DUT to increase the throughput of multi-site testing.
For a preliminary scan-based DUT, reduced number of scan
chains will remove some scan in and scan out pins to cut
down the testing resource needed per DUT. But in reality,
we adopt reduced pin count test (RPCT) technology which
commonly sends serialized data through reduced number of
test channels and deserialize them in DUT. By this way,
the number of test channels for each DUT is reduced,
with modification only on test access mechanism (TAM).
In the latter of this paper, the term RPCT is referred to
such serialization/deserialization based technology. Another
benefit comes with fewer test pins is less probe contact
during wafer sort, which reduces the wafer test cost and
avoids yield loss causing by probing. Research on bandwidth
matching also plays an important role in multi-site test,
which helps determine the optimized number of test channels
for each DUT. Several papers [7], [10], [11], [19], [20], [21]
discuss benefits of multi-site testing. They also discuss how
to optimize the use of ATE resource by bandwidth matching
and RPCT.
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Fig. 1: Simple diagram of RPCT with decompressor
interface.

On the other hand, with extensively growing test size and
automatic test equipment (ATE) cost [8], built-in self-test
(BIST) has been proposed. However, the limited effective-
ness of BIST patterns for random-pattern resistant faults
often make it unacceptable. In most situations, therefore,
IC testing still relies on patterns supplied by an ATE,
and test data compression technology provides a popular
solution [18]. The currently available commercial test com-
pression tools can reduce test size by 100x. Thus, almost
every large design has test data compression components
integrated in its design for testability (DFT) structure. Two
major test compression categories are linear-decompression-
based scheme and broadcast-scan-based scheme [22], where
compression effectiveness is related to the ratio between
the number of inner scan chains and decompressor input
channels. However, the compression algorithms [9] do not
allow too few decompressor input channels in which case
the fault coverage may degrade because of the correlation
problem.

To reduce the number of test pins, RPCT has been pro-
posed [9]. A practical RPCT interface is shown in Figure 1.
Such serialization/deserialization based RPCT requires the
speed of test channel to be multiple times of the DUT scan
speed. This ratio is determined by how many bits need to be
deserialized. As often stated [9], [15], [21], this technique is
claimed to solve the bandwidth mismatch between the fast
ATE channel and slow DUT scan speed. However, this will
become a speed bottleneck for RPCT in circumstances when
the ATE channel speed cannot keep pace with the DUT scan
speed times number of serialized bits. The only solution is to
lower the scan speed of the DUT which compromises testing
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Fig. 2: Test speed improvement by MVL signal transmission.

speed. The primary cause of this is the limit test channel data
rate clamping the DUT scan speed.

We recently proposed [12], [13], [14] the idea of using
multi-valued logic (MVL) as test data format which greatly
increases the data rate of test channels. In this work, we
integrate such an MVL scheme in test compression compat-
ible RPCT technology to enable ATE support for higher scan
speed in RPCT or to further reduce the number of test pins.

In Section II, an MVL interface is integrated with test
compression and RPCT technologies. In Section III, we
propose a test flow with feasibility analysis and error
protection. In Section IV, detailed hardware modifications
on ATE channel and DUT are given. In Section V, we
show the benefit of our scheme on test time and resource
reduction. Section VI provides a conclusion and discusses
future work.

II. MVL CHANNELS IN RPCT
Because of the benefits of multi-site testing and RPCT,

many test compression tools now support pin-limited mod-
e. Some examples are low pin count test with TestKom-
press [2], [5], [17], Version G2 of adaptive scan in DFTMAX
from Synopsys [4] and SmartScan in Encounter DFT from
Cadence [1]. A detailed analysis shows [9] how RPCT
improves fault coverage of test compression so that test time
and test size are greatly reduced through elimination of extra
top off patterns.

To enhance the data transfer capability in RPCT, we
change the data format of test channels to MVL. Based on
recent work [12], [13], [14], we combine MVL test channels
with RPCT interface shown in Figure 2 (c). Here we assume
that the ATE channel is capable of generating 200MHz
signal. When neither RPCT nor test compression is used,
a 200MHz test channel can support 200MHz scan speed for
a single scan chain design. Figure 2 assumes that an 8-bit
decompressor interface is a requirement for test compres-
sion. With the 200MHz binary channel, the scan speed in
configuration (a) is only 12.5MHz. Configuration (b) still
uses a 200MHz binary channel, when multi-core design is
involved, in which case the scan speed is only 6.25MHz.
This indicates that the problem of test speed reduction gets
worse for multi-core SoCs. Because multiple decompressor

interfaces need multiple cycles to shift in a vector, the scan
speed is further reduced. Configuration (c) uses an MVL
channel with RPCT. Compared to configurations (a) and (b),
the scan speed is higher for a data rate boost of physical test
channel. From this illustration, we can see the benefit of the
MVL test application for multi-core designs.

III. TEST FLOW WITH MVL CHANNELS

In the past [12], [13], [14], we have discussed possible
reliability issues and solutions associated with an MVL test
channel. We identified two error sources: data converter non-
linearities and noise. To deal with nonlinearities, a calibration
procedure is conducted before applying test data. To solve
the noise and errors of the decoded test data a retest scheme
is adopted. Here, we will introduce a complete test flow
including nonlinearity calibration, error detection and retest.

A. Nonlinearity Calibration Procedure
It is reasonable to assume [14] that DACs integrated in

ATE have good performance and can be controlled by users.
But the ADC in DUT is as fabricated and may not be
perfect. So we calibrate the ADC nonlinearities by adjusting
the DAC output voltages. To have more accurate control on
DAC output, we use DAC with higher resolution. Different
ADCs perform differently, therefore each test channel should
independently calibrate its ADC. Because the performance
of DAC and ADC may fluctuate in different environmental
conditions, calibration should be done prior to test data trans-
fer. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the calibration
scheme [14]. But sometime the performance of ADC (such
as non-monotonicity or missing code) a possible fix. Our
calibration scheme still detects these situations. The detailed
calibration procedure includes DAC input sweep, feedback
collection and DAC code redistribution. To illustrate the
concept, we use a 4-bit DAC and a 2-bit ADC as example.

• DAC input sweep: For each test channel and DUT pair,
a set of ramp-up patterns is fed into the DAC to generate
MVL stimulus. In this case, ‘0000’, ‘0001’, ‘0010’ . .
. , ‘1110’ and ‘1111’ are fed to DAC. These ramp-up
patterns will be converted into MVL voltage levels and
sent to DUT.
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Fig. 3: DAC code redistribution for ADC calibration.

• Feedback collection: The MVL decoder in DUT cap-
tures the ramp-up MVL signals and decodes them back
into digital patterns. These decoded patterns are sent
back to ATE for processing. Here existing DUT-to-ATE
channels (e.g., scan out pins) can be used to receive
these patterns.

• Generation of calibrated DAC codes: When ATE re-
ceives the decoded pattern information, it needs to pick
one code from the section where the captured patterns
are the same. It is best to pick the code in the middle
of the section to maximize noise margin. Here ‘0000’,
‘0100’, ‘1001’, ‘1111’ are chosen as shown in Figure 3.

Some similarities are found in other calibration schemes
such as the equalization technique of communication
system [16], which sends sample data and assigns
coefficients to the FIR filter according to the captured error
signal. But there are notable differences in our scheme,
which only makes adjustments on the sender side and the
calibrating target is the DAC codes that uniquely solve the
problem under our assumption.

B. Overall Test Flow
We recently proposed [14] a test flow to prevent noise-

induced errors by adding an applied test signature (ATS)
examination and retest procedure. The maximum number of
retests is kept small for practical reasons. When the ATS
examination shows repeated failures beyond the maximum
retest limit, we assume that the cause is not the noise
but MVL decoder has a fault. Abandoning the DUT will
potentially cause yield loss. So we add a so-called MVL-
bypass mode in the test flow for this type of DUTs that
may have defective MVL interface. In this mode, these
DUT receives binary signals with MVL decoder bypassed
as regular RPCT. Note that DAC is capable of generating
binary signals by using only all-0 and all-1 input codes.

The complete MVL compatible test flow is shown in
Figure 4. At the beginning of test each MVL test channel will
conduct calibration of the connected DUT. The calibration
process will detect those DUTs which are not able to be
calibrated and let them be tested in MVL-bypass mode later.

MVL mode test

Calibrated

MVL channel 

calibration

MVL-bypass 

mode test

Unable to 

calibrate

ATS 

examination

Test response 

examination

Pass

Max retest time 

check
Fail

Not exceed

Exceed

Good device

Pass

Defected 

device
Fail

Fig. 4: Complete MVL compatible test flow.

The successfully calibrated DUTs will go to next step and
have MVL mode test. No matter what kind of test response
analysis method is used, the ATS examination should be
done right after the MVL test to assure the credibility of test.
When ATS examination passes, the test flow will examine
test response signature or validate the comparison result
during the test. Any DUT passing test response analysis
is a good device. On the other hand, DUTs that fail the
ATS examination will be retested in MVL mode test as long
as the maximum retest limit is not exceeded. If it exceeds
maximum retest limit then it will be tested in the MVL-
bypass mode. There are two types of DUTs tested in the
MVL-bypass mode: those that cannot be calibrated and those
failing maximum times of retest. After doing test response
analysis for MVL-bypass mode test, all DUTs will be tested
as good or defective devices without yield loss.

IV. MVL TEST HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

To Support MVL signal in testing, hardware modifications
are required for both ATE channel and DUT.

A. MVL-Compatible Test Channel
First of all, a DAC should be integrated with each test

channel. In this illustration, we do not discuss what particular
type of DAC to choose, but just assume that an 8-bit
DAC is used. We concentrate on the supporting circuitry
for calibration. Our design of calibration circuitry is shown
in Figure 5, which is for a 4-bit resolution MVL test
channel (extra 4 bits for calibration purpose). The purpose
of ‘C/T’ signal is to switch between calibration mode and
test mode. ‘Vec’ signal is a 4-bit test data vector to be
converted into MVL format. ‘Dout’ signal is an 8-bit ramp
pattern from an 8-bit counter (not shown in the figure).
‘Error’ signal will report any unable-to-calibrate situations
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Fig. 5: MVL channel calibration circuitry.

like non-monotonicity and missing codes etc. In calibration
mode, ‘start’ signal will reset all memory elements to 0
in the beginning. Then ‘C/T’ will control the mux M1 to
output ‘Dout’ ramp-up patterns. On the other side, ATE
captures the decoded patterns from receiving test channels.
The captured pattern will be compared with the current under
calibration pattern stored in V0. The comparison result will
show whether the captured pattern has been changed. If it’s
not, V0 remains and the 8-bit counter upward count by 1.
If the captured pattern equals to the stored pattern plus 1,
V0 will increase by 1 and the counter will be reset. If it
is neither of the above situations, then ‘error’ signal will
become 1 to report an unable-to-calibrate case. Every time
before being reset, the value in the 8-bit counter contains the
information of how many cycle intervals are monitored to
receive an increased-by-1 pattern. The 4-16 one-hot decoder
will select the corresponding register bank (R1-R14) to store
the calibrated code for the current under calibration vector
(V0). The calibrated code is calculated by subtracting half
of the counter value from ‘Dout’. The dividing is realized
by 1-bit right shifting the 8-bit counter. After all ramp-up
patterns are processed, the values stored in R1-R14 become
calibrated codes. For vector ‘0000’ and ‘1111’, we directly
assign ‘00000000’ and ‘11111111’ to remove register banks.
In test mode, the output of mux M1 comes from mux M2.The
selecting signal of M2 is the test data vector we want to send
and the input channels of M2 are from the register banks. In
such a way, we can send calibrated codes to DAC to produce
calibrated MVL signal on test channel. An simulation result
of post-synthesized calibration circuitry is given to show the
process of calibration in Figure 6. In the simulation result,
‘Vref’ is the received patterns from DUT decoder. When
‘Vref’ reaches ‘1111’, all the calibrated results are generated
and stored in R1-R14. In this case, the calibrated results are:
‘00000000’ for ‘0000’, ‘00010101’ for ‘0001’, ‘00100111’
for ‘0010’ etc., which are shown in the second column of
the figure in unsigned format. The synthesized calibration
circuitry has total area as 1028 unit gates or 723 with register
banks replaced by ram cells. Only two multiplexors add to
the path between original test data and DAC.

Fig. 6: Calibration process for 4-bit MVL signal with
8-bit DAC.
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B. MVL-Compatible Modifications on DUT

In this section, the DUT is modified to support 4-bit
resolution MVL signal. The detailed hardware modifications
are shown in Figure 7. The modified DUT has following
functions: 1. decode MVL signal; 2. support MVL-bypass
mode to receive binary test data; 3. generate ATS to validate
decoded test stimulus. The MVL signal decoding is done
by a 4-bit ADC, whose outputs have three fan-outs: inputs
of muxes m1-m4 to apply test data for decompressor,
inputs of a MISR for ATS generation and inputs of mux
M2 to send back decoded patterns for ADC calibration.
Muxes M1 and M2 are used to reduce the number of pins
connected to ATE by sharing pins during different modes.
In the calibration mode, the decoded patterns are directly
sent back through M1 and M2 by configuring ‘Test’ and
‘Cal’, and ‘BL’ will block them sending to decompressor.
In the MVL test mode, the output of M1 comes from test
response compactor by controlling ‘Test’. The output of
ADC gets to R1, R3, R5 and R7 through blocking gates
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and muxes m1-m4 by configuring ‘BL’ and ‘Bypass’. As a
result, the decompressor receives an input vector every two
cycles from ADC. In MVL-bypass mode, the output of M1
comes from test response compactor just like in previous
mode. But m1-m4 block any data coming from ADC and
form an 8-bit shift register chain to be the decompressor
inputs. It takes eight cycles for the decompressor receiving
an input vector. In ATS examination mode, the ATS from
MISR are sent back through M1 and M2 by configuring
‘Test’ and ‘Cal’. This will be done at the end of test.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. ATE-Based MVL Test of s38584

An ATE-based test was conducted to validate the feasibil-
ity of MVL test application and its benefit in test speed. The
ATE was Advantest T2000GS. The setup on the ATE test
head is shown in Figure 8. The DUT is benchmark circuit
s38584 with 12 primary inputs, 278 primary outputs, 1,452
flip-flops and 11,448 gates. The function of this circuit was
implemented with 28 scan chains, supplied by deserializers
and a decompresser, on an Altera DE2 FPGA board [3],
which is the DUT in Figure 8 [12]. Tests were generated
with Mentor Graphics tools [5], [6].

To generate MVL signals we used 16 programmable ATE
power supply pins providing 16 voltage levels for 4-bit MVL
signal. These 16 voltage levels are given to input channels of
a 16-to-1 analog multiplexer whose select signal is 4-bit test
data from the ATE. We thus generate a 4-bit programmable
MVL signal representing a 4-bit binary pattern. On the DUT
side, we have a 4-bit ADC as MVL decoder, which receives
the output of the multiplexer. The DUT (s38584 on DE2
FPGA board) is connected to the ADC.

The feasibility of combining MVL channels with RPCT
methodology is validated by obtaining the identical test
result with regular test method using no RPCT or MVL. The
compressed test size is 59.2Kb for this DUT. In RPCT only
scheme, we used 4 pins to apply test data, 3 control signal
pins (clk, rst and edt clock) and 1 pin to send serialized test
data, which takes 20 cycles to apply 1 vector. So, it needs
247,020 cycles to apply the whole test. When both RPCT
and MVL are used, we still used 4 pins to apply test data: 3
control signal pins (clk, rst and edt clock) and 1 MVL pin.
This time, it takes 5 cycles to apply a vector, and two extra
cycles are needed for the latency of the pipelined ADC.
Therefore, a total of 61,757 cycles are needed to complete
this test. It shows that the use of MVL channel alleviates
the test speed reduction for deserialization (20 cycles/vec
down to 5 cycles/vec), but saves test pins by RPCT (both
cases use 4 pins).

B. MVL Test Benefits: b19 Circuit Simulation

In compression-based testing, RPCT using serializa-
tion/deserialization can significantly reduce test time and test
size [9]. If we send test data with MVL-compatible test
channel, boosting data rate by several times, then the benefit
of RPCT can be further enhanced. To demonstrate this we

MVL signal line

Decoded signals

Multiplexer ADC

Fig. 8: ATE setup for MVL test application to s38584
implemented on FPGA board (lower left).

needed a circuit larger than s38584. Hence, the benchmark
circuit b19 was used here. It has 21 primary inputs, 30
primary outputs, 6,642 flip-flops and 231,320 gates. It was
implemented with 500 scan chains [12]. Here again tests
were generated with Mentor Graphics tools [5], [6].

Table I shows simulation results for five configurations of
scan test, namely, without compression, with compression,
with RPCT and compression, with MVL and compression,
and with RPCT, MVL and compression. The circuit b19 has
nearly 59 thousand faults. We assume that only one physical
channel supplies test data with a fixed clock frequency. The
MVL channel is 4-bit in resolution. The test compression
devised by Mentor Graphics TestKompress tool [5]. The
test interface for the scan without compression is scan in. In
other cases, tests are supplied to input pins of decompresser.
As has been reported [9], our result also shows that the
test volume is reduced as the number of decompresser
inputs increase because of dramatically reduced size of the
bypass mode top up patterns required for fault coverage
(FC) recovery [12]. The MVL and compression scheme
supports 4-bit decompressor inputs without any serialization
and deserialization, which helps break the input correlation
barrier of compression algorithms. When MVL and RPCT
are combined, MVL helps RPCT with wider bandwidth
requiring fewer cycles. For example, an RPCT scheme
interfaces with 4-input decompresser in 4 cycles, but with
MVL it will interface with 16-input decompresser still in
4 cycles. The result in Table I shows that the test time
reduction with MVL is 4 times greater than that for RPCT
alone.
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TABLE I: Test volume and test time reduction for b19 circuit tested in different scenarios.

Scan Test Configuration
Channel

Type

Test
Interface

Bandwidth

Orig.
Test

Volume

Bypass
Test

Volume

Original
Coverage

(FC)

FC with
Bypass

Test

Test
Volume

Reduction

Test
Time

Reduction
Just scan binary 1 4.4M - 99.6% - - -

Scan with compression [5] binary 1 333.4K 1.5M 93.5% 99.6% 2.33x 2.33x

Scan with compression [5]
and RPCT [9]

binary 4 666.4K 981.5K 95.6% 99.6% 2.67x 2.67x
binary 8 710.8K 661.8K 95.7% 99.6% 3.21x 3.21x
binary 12 750.6K 479.2K 95.7% 99.6% 3.58x 3.58x
binary 16 707.6K 471.7K 95.7% 99.6% 3.73x 3.73x

Scan, compression [5] and MVL MVL 4 666.4K 981.5K 95.6% 99.6% 2.67x 10.68x

Scan, compression [5],
RPCT [9] and MVL

MVL 8 710.8K 661.8K 95.7% 99.6% 3.21x 12.84x
MVL 12 750.6K 479.2K 95.7% 99.6% 3.58x 14.32x
MVL 16 707.6K 471.7K 95.7% 99.6% 3.73x 14.92x

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes the idea of using MVL signals to
facilitate RPCT in compression-based testing. With limited
test pins, MVL channels reduce test time by increasing
the data rate per test channel. This solves or alleviates
the problem of reduced test speed in RPCT schemes often
necessary for multi-site test. We give detailed hardware
modifications on ATE and DUT to realize the proposed
scheme. The feasibility of MVL in compression-based test is
demonstrated by testing a device on ATE. Simulation result
shows the test time advantage of using MVL. Since MVL
support does not exist in the currently available ATEs, some
external module can be developed for MVL transmission and
calibration. A real chip with MVL decoder and other built
in hardware modifications should be fabricated and tested.
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